PLANTING NOTES
Plant trees in clusters of 3-9 each, spaced 15 feet apart.
Plant shrubs, ferns and vines in clusters of 3 to 9 each,
spaced 3 to 6 feet apart (within cluster).
Plant grass, sedges, and rush 1.5' to 3' on center in clusters.
Channel floodplain and banks should be planted with seed
and/or plugs.
Watering: DriWater® gel packs may be used if drip is not feasible. DriWater may not be used in the Active Channel or flood prone areas.
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PLUG PLANTING DETAILS

Secure seedling protector with three 4' tall bamboo stakes woven through mesh.

48" diameter watering basin.

Dig planting hole to same depth as root mass and at least twice as wide.

Place mycorrhizae packet 1/3 way up planting hole. Cover with soil from native backfill around rootball to grade.

INSTALLATION ON FLAT GROUND

Secure seedling protector with three 4' tall bamboo stakes woven through mesh.

18" diameter watering basin.

Dig planting hole to same depth as root mass and at least twice as wide.

Place mycorrhizae packet 1/3 way up planting hole. Cover with soil from native backfill around rootball to grade.

INSTALLATION ON HILL SLOPE

Secure seedling protector with three 4' tall bamboo stakes woven through mesh.

18" diameter watering basin.

Dig planting hole to same depth as root mass and at least twice as wide.
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